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Abstract
Conjoint experiments are quickly gaining popularity as a vehicle for studying multidimensional political

preferences. A common way to explore heterogeneity of preferences estimated with conjoint experiments

is by estimating averagemarginal component effects across subgroups. However, this method does not give

the researcher the full access to the variation of preferences in the studied populations, as thatwould require

estimating effects on the individual level. Currently, there is no accepted technique to obtain estimates of

individual-level preferences from conjoint experiments. The present paper addresses this gap by proposing

a procedure to estimate individual preferences as respondent-specific marginal component effects. The

proposed strategy does not require any additional assumptions compared to the standard conjoint analysis,

although somechanges to the task design are recommended.Methods to account for uncertainty in resulting

estimates are also discussed. Using the proposed procedure, I partially replicate a conjoint experiment on

immigrant admission with recommended design adjustments. Then, I demonstrate how individual marginal

component effects can be used to explore distributions of preferences, intercorrelations between different

preference dimensions, and relationships of preferences to other variables of interest.

Keywords: conjoint analysis, heterogeneous effects, immigration, preference measurement, survey experi-

ments

1 Introduction

The conjoint survey experiment allows researchers to estimate the relative importance of two

or more factors in individuals’ decisions (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014). Although

only recently introduced to political science, conjoint experiments have gained popularity as a

powerful and flexible analytical tool. In the standard conjoint experiment, respondents are asked

to choose among options that have a fixed number of attributes with randomized values. On the

basis of respondents’ choices, scholars can simultaneously make inferences about the effects of

several different attribute values on the decisions of interest within the studied population. This

is an important advantage over standard survey experiments that manipulate one attribute at a

time. In addition, conjoint experiments are robust to certain responsequality issues suchas survey

satisficing (Bansak et al. 2019).

An important development with regard to randomized experiments concerns the estimation

of heterogeneous treatment effects (Imai and Strauss 2011). Currently, such heterogeneities in

conjoint experiments are addressed by comparing subgroups in terms of average marginal com-

ponent effects (AMCEs). Recent suggestions regarding this practice include the application of

a hierarchical Bayesian approach to model AMCE variability (Horiuchi, Smith, and Yamamoto

2018), and the use of marginal means rather than AMCEs as the comparison benchmark (Leeper,

Hobolt, and Tilley 2020). However, subgroup comparisons have essential limitations as amethod

to explore effects’ heterogeneity. Importantly, they can use only known categories, leaving poten-

tially important latent heterogeneities unidentified. Furthermore, classifying respondents into

subgroups o�en involves arbitrary decisions that may influence the results. For instance, what is

the cutoff point between those high versus those low in ethnocentrism? Or should party-leaning
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independents in the United States be treated as partisans? Altogether, comparisons based on

categorizing respondents into types ignore a large share of variation in preferences across the

population, which may be of substantive interest to researchers.

Consider the following example. A conjoint study of immigration preferences reveals that

Americans prefer to admit immigrants who are educated and proficient in English, while immi-

grants’ origin countries do not havemuch impact (Hainmueller and Hopkins 2015). Yet, important

variation in preferences within the population may still exist. Even when the average effect is

positive, as it is in the case for immigrants’ education, preferences may vary in strength. If

education is highly important for some respondents but not really important for others, it is still

possible to observe an average effect that is positive and statistically reliable on a conventional

level.

The same logic as above is true for null results. For instance, according to the same

study, immigrants from Somalia are, on average, neither rewarded nor punished in terms of

Americans’ admission choices (when compared with immigrants from India as the baseline).

This may mean, however, that some respondents strongly oppose admitting Somali immigrants

while others strongly support their admission (e.g., for humanitarian reasons). Importantly,

these potential differences in preferences may not always follow known characteristics of

respondents, such as ethnocentrism or partisanship. In fact, if such heterogeneities exist but

are orthogonal to the partisan conflict on immigration, that could be a substantively interesting

finding.

Therefore, I propose an alternative approach to explore effects’ heterogeneity in conjoint

experiments. Specifically, I offer a systematic procedure for obtaining respondent-level preference

estimates: individual marginal component effects (IMCEs). IMCEs represent estimated causal

quantities—the effects of specific treatment components, or attribute values—for each individual

respondent. These allow the researcher to estimate the full distributions of preferences within

the population.1 Similarly, IMCEs can be used to explore the relationships between different

preference dimensions.

There are additional reasons why obtaining individual-level effects from conjoint experiments

is of theoretical and methodological value. One major benefit of obtaining IMCEs is the capacity

to use them asmeasures of preferences in subsequent analyses, such as regression; this is similar

to methods that derive individual-level estimates from list experiments (Imai, Park, and Greene

2015). Conjoint analysis, a�er all, is a method of measurement: it allows researchers to assess the

direction and strength of citizens’ preferences with respect to some attributes of interest. As a

measurementmethod, conjoint experimentspossess anumberof essential advantages compared

with standard surveyquestions: enhanced realism,multidimensionality, and reduced social desir-

ability concerns. Estimating IMCEs would allow researchers to use them in regression analysis as

predictors of politically relevant attitudes andbehaviors. This capacity tomovebeyonddescribing

mean preferences within the population would increase overall value of conjoint experiments as

a method.

Estimated IMCEs can also help to further demonstrate the external validity of conjoint exper-

iments. Existing studies validate conjoint experiments by contrasting their results with real-life

behavioral benchmarks at the aggregate level (e.g., Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Yamamoto

2015). IMCEs, in turn, can be used to test whether conjoint experiments validlymeasure individual

preferences. Consider a recent study that employs eye-tracking data as a comparison benchmark

for AMCE estimates from a conjoint experiment (Jenke et al. 2020). Obtaining IMCEs would allow

the researcher to assess the correspondence between the measures of attribute importance

1 This applicationof IMCEs ismost usefulwith representative samples—otherwise, estimateddistributionsmaydeviate from
those in the general population.
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based, respectively, on conjoint experiment and eyemovement for each individual. The approach

may identify respondents for whom this correspondence is better or worse—and, potentially,

explore the correlates of these individual differences.

The proposed procedure to estimate IMCEs relies on the same set of assumptions as the

estimation of average effects in conjoint studies. It also involves only minor adjustments to the

design of conjoint tasks such that unbiased IMCE estimates can be feasibly obtained. These

adjustments include using a rating (rather than choice) outcome, minimizing the number of

randomized values for each attribute, andmaximizing the number of rated profiles. I also develop

two alternative methods to account for uncertainty of IMCE estimates based on, respectively, the

normality assumption and nonparametric bootstrap. Computation of IMCEs, investigation of their

distributions, and estimation of relationships to other variables canbe implemented in commonly

used statistical so�ware.

To demonstrate how the proposed method can be applied in practice, I run a survey study

that partially replicates a conjoint experiment on immigrant admission to the United States, with

recommended design adjustments. Then, I explore the distributions of the estimated IMCEs. I

find that the preferences with respect to the substantive attributes of potential immigrants tend

to be asymmetric: almost nobody prefers those who are less educated, speak poor English, and

violate entry rules. Respondentswhoprefer immigrantswith college degrees, English fluency, and

no status violations are much more numerous, and these imbalances lead to significant average

effects. At the same time, most respondents do not appear to have reliable preferences on the

substantive attributes of potential immigrants, as the corresponding IMCEs are too uncertain.

Importantly, these asymmetric distributions and widespread indifference to immigrants’ educa-

tion, English proficiency, and status history could not have been identified without estimating

IMCEs.

Overall, this paper advances the methodology of conjoint experiments as a tool for political

research. It demonstrates how individual-level estimates of preferences can be obtained from

conjoint tasks and used in further analyses—thus moving beyond simple descriptions of average

preferences within specific populations. The proposed procedure can be easily applied in other

domains where conjoint experiments have proved useful.

2 Individual Marginal Component Effect

Average marginal component effect (AMCE) obtained from conjoint experiments is defined as the

marginal effect of the attribute averaged over the joint distribution of the remaining attributes. It

is conceptually related to the average treatment effect (ATE): the difference in mean outcomes

between treatment and control groups.2 Experimental researchers have to rely on averaging

across respondents due to what is known as the fundamental problem of causal inference: unit

treatment effect (UTE) can almost never be recovered. However, since respondents in conjoint

experiments o�en rate multiple profiles with randomized attribute values, it is possible to obtain

estimates for treatment effects at the unit level—that is, for an individual respondent.3 These

quantities are of little interest when the goal is to describe preferences in the general population.

Nevertheless, individual-level estimates of preferences obtained from conjoint experiments can

be used to explore how preferences vary within the population and relate to other political

attitudes.

2 AMCE and ATE are not fully equivalent, since estimation of AMCEs requires averaging over the joint distribution of
(remaining) attributes, in addition to averaging across respondents. It means that the choice of attributes and values for a
conjoint experiment should be rooted in established theories or social reality.

3 The conjoint design does not technically require more than one choice per respondent. Sometimes researchers choose
to increase the number of respondents and keep the number of rated profiles to as low as two. Under such design, IMCEs
cannot be estimated.
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These quantities can be estimated from conjoint experiments using what I call the individual

marginal component effect (IMCE). It relates to the AMCE the same way UTE relates to ATE: IMCE

recovers the effect of interest for each unit of analysis (i.e., the individual survey respondent)

instead of relying on averages. Theword “individual” in effect designation, therefore, refers to the

individual respondent (unit), not to the individual profiles, attributes, or values.

When the assumptions of (1) stability and no carryover effects, (2) no profile-order effects,

and (3) completely independent randomization of the profiles in a conjoint experiment hold,

IMCEs can be estimated independently for each respondent. Define a sample of respondents

indexed i = 1, . . . , I . Each respondent rates apredefinednumberof profiles indexed j = 1, . . . , J . Let

yi = (yi1, . . . , yi J ) be the vector of length J containing ratings given by respondent i to presented

profiles. Profiles are described in terms of attributes indexed l = 1, . . . ,L. Let xi l = (xi1l , . . . ,xi J l )

be the vector of length J containing values of attribute l from profiles presented to respondent i.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume that attribute l has only two possible values:

xi j l ∈ {0,1}. Then, respondent-specific regressions take the form of

yi = αi l +βi l xi l +εi l , (1)

where αi l and βi l are respondent-specific regression parameters to be estimated and εi l is the

vector of respondent-specific errors. Define

Xi l = [1J ,xi l ], (2)

where 1J is an all-ones vector of length J. Then, IMCE of attribute l for respondent i, denoted πi l ,

can be estimated as

(

α̂i l , β̂i l
)

= (XTi l Xi l )
−1XTi l yi ,

π̂i l = β̂i l . (3)

3 Design Requirements

Practical challenges for estimating IMCEs require certain adjustments to the standard conjoint

design. First, the estimation of AMCEs relies on relatively large samples with effective numbers of

observations equal to the number of respondents times the number of rated profiles. Estimating

IMCEs, in turn, requires samples as small as the number of rated profiles per respondent, usually

not exceeding two dozen. This precludes the researcher from achieving the benefits of large-

sample theory, meaning that the estimator of IMCEs has to have good small-sample properties.

One such estimator is ordinary least squares (OLS): since the exogeneity assumption holds in a

conjoint experiment by design, OLS estimates of IMCEs are unbiased. However, since the OLS

estimator works most efficiently with interval dependent variables, conjoint experiments aimed

at estimating IMCEs have to employ numerical ratings of profiles rather than discrete choice

responses.

Second, the number of potential attribute values that can be used in a conjoint experiment

aimed at estimating IMCEs is limited. Since attribute values are randomized, there is always

a chance that an individual respondent is never presented with a profile containing a specific

attribute value. In this case, IMCE cannot be estimated. Tominimize suchoccurrences, the number

of potential values for each single attribute should beminimized. It is necessary to note that even

withminimal numbers of attribute values, respondents who never see at least one attribute value

will likely appear in the dataset anyway—but such cases will be rare and completely at random.

The thirdpractical aspectof estimating IMCEsconcerns thenumberofprofiles that respondents

rate. Increasing this number decreases the probability of cases when an individual respondent
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is never presented with a specific attribute value. Additionally, greater numbers of rated profiles

improve reliability of estimated IMCEs. At the same time, there are limits to the number of rated

profiles related to both survey costs and respondent fatigue. Therefore, the number of rated

profiles should be maximized—up until the point survey satisficing becomes a problem, which

is around 30 (Bansak et al. 2018).

4 Accounting for Uncertainty

Even though IMCEestimates are unbiasedunder complete randomization, they are also uncertain.

Since IMCE estimation relies on relatively small numbers of observations, the resulting measure-

ment error, though random, can be relatively large. Since the ultimate goal of obtaining IMCEs

is using them in subsequent analyses, treating point estimates as true values can inflate the

reliability of estimated associations. Here, I propose a procedure of accounting for uncertainty of

IMCE estimates: instead of using point estimates, potential IMCE values are drawnmultiple times

from their estimated sampling distributions.

The sampling distributions of IMCEs can be estimated either parametrically or nonparamet-

rically. Parametric estimation relies on the normality assumption: given a normal distribution

of errors, the OLS estimator is normally distributed with the mean equal to the true parameter

value. Then, IMCE values can be drawn M times from this distribution with standard deviation

approximated using the standard error

π̂i l 1, . . . , π̂i l M
i.i.d.
∼ N

(

β̂i l , s
2
i l

(

XTi l Xi l
)−1

22

)

.

4 (4)

The alternative way of estimating the sampling distribution of IMCEs makes use of a non-

parametric bootstrap. Start from sampling pairs (xi j l , yi j ) from the empirical distribution, i.e.

resampling with replacement

(

x∗i l m ,y
∗
im

)

=
[

(x ∗
i l 1m , y

∗
i1m ), . . . , (x

∗
i l Jm , y

∗
i Jm )

] i.i.d.
∼ F̂i , (5)

wherem ∈ {1, . . . ,M }. Also, define

X∗i l m = [1J ,x
∗
i l m ] . (6)

Then, plausible values of β̂i l m—and, respectively, π̂i l m—can be obtained by re-estimating the OLS

regression for each of theM samples from F̂i

(

α̂i l m , β̂i l m
)

=
[

(X∗i l m )
TX∗i l m

]−1
(X∗i l m )

T y∗im ,

π̂i l m = β̂i l m . (7)

It is necessary to note that, given the random character of the bootstrap process, some resamples

can result in the absence of variance on specific attribute values (which would prohibit the

estimation of the corresponding IMCE). In such cases, resampling can be repeated as necessary

to obtain the required number of complete replications.

Independently of how the sampling distributions are estimated, the plausible IMCE values can

be employed in consequent analyses using themethod proposed formultiple imputations (Rubin

1987). First, the quantities of interest are estimated for all datasets containing randomly drawn

plausible valuesof IMCEs. Second, the results of theseestimations are aggregatedusingguidelines

for calculatingaveragepoint estimates, combinedbetween- andwithin-imputationvariances, and

adjusted degrees of freedom.

4 Subscript “22” in Equation (4) refers to the second row and the second column of the corresponding inverted matrix.
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5 Empirical Application: Immigrant Admission

To evaluate the proposed method, I designed and fielded a survey study with an embedded

conjoint experiment. Participants were recruited using the Lucid panel in December 2019. Lucid

samples match the American National Election Study on a number of important demographic

benchmarks (Coppock and McClellan 2019). A total of 1,003 respondents with unique identifiers

completed the questionnaire. Of them, 74 respondents used the exact same rating scores for all

profiles in the conjoint experiment. A�er excluding them, the analyzed sample consisted of 929

individuals. Participants’ demographics were supplied by the Lucid panel. The sample character-

istics were the following: the mean age was 45.3 years; the gender ratio was 48.7%male to 51.3%

female; the median household income was $40,000–$44,999; also, 69.7% of respondents were

non-Hispanicwhites. Finally, 40.2%of respondentswereDemocrats, 34.1%wereRepublicans, and

25.7%were independents.

The key part of the survey was a conjoint experiment that partially replicated an immigrant

admission study (Hainmueller andHopkins 2015),with adjustments necessary to feasibly estimate

IMCEs. In the experiment, each respondent rated 15 pairs of profiles (30 profiles total) of potential

immigrants in terms of preference for being admitted to the United States. The conjoint part of

the study was programmed on the Qualtrics survey platform using the Conjoint Survey Design

Tool (Strezhnev et al. 2014).

Profiles of hypothetical immigrants were described in terms of six attributes. Attributes were

selected following the original experiment to be replicated, as well as the current literature on

politics of immigration. They included age and gender (Ward 2019), race/ethnicity (Valentino,

Brader, and Jardina 2013), education (Valentino et al. 2019), English proficiency (Newman, Hart-

man, andTaber 2012), and legality of prior visits to theUnitedStates (Wright, Levy, andCitrin 2016).

Respondents rated immigrant profiles using an 11-point scale from 0= Definitely not admit to 10=

Definitely admit.

Tomakeprofiles lookmore realistic, the vignettes usedmore than twopossible values for some

attributes in descriptions presented to respondents. However, these values were chosen so that

they couldbeeasily dichotomized to feasibly estimate IMCEs. For instance, Englishproficiencywas

collapsed into categories “Good” (attribute values “High” or “Very high”) and “Poor” (attribute

values “Very low” or “Low”). Values for all attributes were fully and independently randomized

with uniform distributions—all values of an attribute had equal probabilities of being presented.

See Figure 1 for an example of conjoint profiles as presented to respondents and Table 1 for the full

list of attribute values.

The survey also included a short question battery to assess respondents’ ethnocentrism

adapted from a longer version (Bizumic and Duckitt 2012). Respondents were asked about their

agreement or disagreement with statements about general preference for their cultural in-group.

The following is a sample item: “In most cases, I like people from my culture more than I like

others.” Answersweregivenona7-point Likert-type scale from1=Stronglydisagree to 7=Strongly

agree.5

6 IMCE in the Immigrant Admission Experiment

I start with replicating the aggregate results of the immigration admission task, with the conjoint

designadjusted for estimationof IMCEs.6 Todo so, I estimateAMCEsusing the standardprocedure.

Results are presented in Figure 2. Following the guidelines, standard errors are clustered on the

level of respondents (Hainmueller et al. 2014). Overall, AMCE estimates very closely replicate

results of the previous immigrant admission study—given the design differences. Respondents

5 See Table S1 in Supplementary Material for the full ethnocentrism battery.
6 Replication data and code for this study are available in Zhirkov (2020).
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Figure 1. Experimental design.

Table 1. Attributes for immigrant profiles in conjoint experiment.

Attribute Values

Age Older: 40–55

Young: 26–39

Gender Male

Female

Race/ethnicity Non-white: Black, Hispanic, Asian

White

Education Less than college: Elementary
school, Middle school, High school

Some college or higher: 2-year
college, 4-year college, Graduate
degree

English proficiency Poor: Very low, Low

Good: High, Very high

Prior trips to U.S. Violation: Overstayed visa,
Unauthorized

No violation: No, On a visa

Note. Age values (in years) were randomly chosen from the specified intervals. Collapsed values are in italics.
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     No violation
     Violation
Prior trips to U.S.:

     Good
     Poor
English proficiency:

     Some college or higher
     Less than college
Education:

     White
     Non−white
Race/ethnicity:

     Female
     Male
Gender:

     Young
     Older
Age:

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

AMCE estimate

Figure 2. Effects of profile attributes on admission preference ratings.

hold relatively strong preferences for admitting immigrants who have at least some college edu-

cation, speak Englishwell, and have not violatedU.S. immigration rules in the past. The estimated

effects of immigrants’ race and age on admission preferences are extremely close to zero. Finally,

respondents exhibit slight preference for immigrant women over men, on average.

The successful replication is important, because it demonstrates comparability between the

standard conjoint design and the adjusted one.7 Recall that the adjustments necessary to feasibly

estimate IMCEs involve simplifications, including theminimization of possible values per profile—

at least in the analysis, if not in the task itself. However, even with this simplified design, I have

obtained the same substantive result: Americans prefer immigrantswith high-skilled occupations,

goodknowledgeof English, anda commitment to following immigration rules. Overall, a relatively

simple conjoint experiment with only six attributes and minimal numbers of values per attribute

successfully replicates a muchmore complicated study with detailed vignettes.

Fromapractical standpoint, the successful replicationpermitsme toproceedwith thenext step

of the analysis: estimating IMCEs. To do so, I obtain IMCE point estimates calculated according to

Equation (3). IMCEs on all six preference dimensions are successfully estimated for 928 out of 929

respondents.8 As a result of the binary character of all analyzed attributes, IMCE estimates have

straightforward interpretations. For instance, the education attribute IMCE reflects the direction

(sign) and strength (magnitude) of each respondent’s preference for immigrantswithat least some

college education vis-a-vis those without college education.9

Table 2 presents IMCE frequencies for all preference dimensions by estimates’ direction and

reliability.10 They reveal a clear distinction between demographic and substantive attributes

of immigrants. Frequencies of IMCEs for age, gender, and race show that the large majorities

of respondents have no reliable preferences on these attributes. However, those with reliable

7 As a robustness check, I obtain AMCE estimates without dichotomization of attribute values (Figure S1 in Supplementary
Material). Overall, specific values for education perform similarly to when they are collapsed: college education, English
proficiency, and no history of status violations all increase immigrants’ admission favorability ratings. I also implement a
preference stability test that shows no differences in attributes’ effects between profiles presented to respondents early
versus late in the task (Figure S2 in Supplementary Material).

8 One respondent does not have variation on presented values of the “Race/ethnicity” attribute.
9 See Table S2 in Supplementary Material for the precise interpretations of all estimated IMCEs.
10 See Figure S3 in Supplementary Material for estimated empirical densities of IMCEs.
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Table 2. Frequencies of attributes’ individual marginal component effects by direction.

Count Percentage

Young

Negative 30 3.2

Unreliable 863 93.0

Positive 35 3.8

Female

Negative 27 2.9

Unreliable 876 94.4

Positive 25 2.7

White

Negative 33 3.6

Unreliable 854 92.0

Positive 41 4.4

College

Negative 11 1.2

Unreliable 694 74.8

Positive 223 24.0

English

Negative 11 1.2

Unreliable 719 77.5

Positive 198 21.3

Legality

Negative 7 0.8

Unreliable 535 57.7

Positive 386 41.6

Note. Percentages may not sum up to 100 due to rounding. Negative effect = point estimate negative, 95%
CI does not include zero. Unreliable effect = 95% CI includes zero. Negative effect = point estimate positive,
95% CI does not include zero.

preferences for and against youngsters, females, and whites as immigrants, though very rare, are

still present in the sample.

It is interesting that the majority of respondents also do not have reliable preferences on

immigrants’ education, English proficiency, and legal history. At the same time, thosewith reliable

preferences for highly educated, English-proficient, and authorized immigrants are relatively

numerous: from 25% to 40% of the sample depending on the attribute. Since almost nobody

prefers immigrants who have no college degrees, poor English skills, or prior status violations, the

average effects for these attributes are in the expected direction. Overall, distributions of IMCEs

for substantive attributes of immigrants are asymmetric.11

Since essential variation in preferences estimated via IMCEs exists, I move to exploring how

they covary. Correlations between different dimensions of preferences, estimated using IMCEs for

the corresponding conjoint attributes, are presented in Table 3. Results suggest that preference

dimensions aremostly independent fromone another. The only correlation of note is that respon-

dents who prefer English-proficient immigrants also tend to prefer those with college education.

11 See Table S3 in Supplementary Material for skewness statistics and the corresponding tests.
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Table 3. Preference correlations based on individual marginal component effect point estimates.

Young Female White College English Legality

Young 1.00

Female −.03 1.00

White .04 .01 1.00

College −.03 .02 −.03 1.00

English .01 −.03 −.01 .18 1.00

Legality −.08 −.01 .04 −.04 .07 1.00

Note. Entries are Pearson’s r coefficients.

Finally, I turn to estimating the relationships between IMCEs and other individual-level vari-

ables of interest. For these analyses, I obtain the following sets of data, in addition to IMCE point

estimates: (1) 100 plausible values for each IMCE drawn from the normal distribution according to

Equation (4) and (2) 100 plausible values for each IMCE obtained using nonparametric bootstrap

according to Equation (7). All bivariate relationships, therefore, are estimated with three sets of

IMCE values: point estimates, imputed using the normality assumption, and imputed using a

nonparametric bootstrap. Point and variance estimates for analyses with imputed datasets are

obtained using the guidelines for multiple imputations.

Figure 3 presents the bivariate relationships of IMCEs with ethnocentrism, education, and

partisanship. These variables are used in the analysis as interval and rescaled to the 0–1 range

for comparison purposes. The earlier investigation of the variation of immigration preferences

within the American electorate has revealed the “hidden consensus” along all these covariates

(Hainmueller and Hopkins 2015). According to my results, this finding—for the most part—seems

to hold when IMCEs are used to estimate the relationships of interest. Education and ethnocen-

trism are not strongly or consistently associated with preferences for immigrant admission on

any dimension. At the same time, a pronounced relationship emerges between preference for

immigrants with no prior status violations and partisanship. Specifically, Republicans tend to

prefer potential immigrants who do not break the rules (vs. those who do) to a greater extent

than Democrats. This result may reflect the increased partisan divide over illegal/undocumented

immigration in the past years.

Altogether, the application of IMCEs from an immigration admission conjoint experiment rep-

resents an important extension to the results reported previously. Specifically, respondents’ pref-

erences with respect to three attributes of potential immigrants—education, English proficiency,

and previous status violations—are positively skewed. Nontrivial shares of respondents prefer

immigrants with college degrees, good knowledge of English, and no history of unauthorized

presence in the United States, whereas almost no one prefers those with the opposite traits. At

the same time, for majorities of respondents, IMCEs for these attributes are not reliably different

from zero. This suggests that respondents with clearly defined preferences on immigration are a

minority—but their demands are pronounced enough to produce significant AMCEs.

7 IMCE Estimation: A Brief Guide

Researchers need to consider several important steps when designing and analyzing conjoint

experiments aimed at estimating IMCEs:

1. Feasible estimation of IMCEs requires a few important adjustments to the conjoint design. It

means that thedecisionaboutwhether to estimate IMCEs shouldbemadeat theexperiment

design stage.
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Figure 3. Bivariate relationships of IMCEs with education, ethnocentrism, and partisanship.

2. Raw data exported from most survey platforms usually do not adhere to the format neces-

sary to estimate IMCEs. Therefore, the data need to be reshaped making sure that unique

respondent identifiers are preserved.

3. IMCEsareestimated independently for each respondentusingOLS regressionsand recorded

in a separate dataset. These individual-level estimates are linked back to survey data using

unique respondent identifiers.

4. Uncertainty of IMCE estimates can be accounted for bymakingmultiple randomdraws from

estimated sample distributions of IMCEs. These draws can be used in inferential analyses as

multiple imputations.

5. Some robustness checks are recommended even if IMCEs have been successfully obtained.

Since estimating IMCEs requires large numbers of ratedprofiles, it is important to test for the

stability of measured preferences.

Scripts used to (1) process raw survey data, (2) estimate and record IMCEs, (3) draw probable

values from IMCE sample distributions estimatedusingnormal approximation andnonparametric

bootstrap, and (4) estimate the relationships between IMCEs and respondent-level covariates in

the immigrant admission replication study are available with the online replication materials.

8 Discussion of Design Requirements

As a result of the recommended adjustments to the design of conjoint experiments, the proposed

procedure involves important trade-offs—of which researchers should be aware. IMCE estimation

relies on the OLS method with relatively small numbers of observations and, thus, conjoint

tasks should use interval rating outcomes, especially if the normality assumption is invoked to

account for estimates’ uncertainty. Therefore, the estimation of IMCEs may be less compatible

with conjoint designs that necessarily imply binary choices as outcomes due to their substantive

researchquestions. Since conjoint experiments generally permit both ratingandbinaryoutcomes,

researchers can use this opportunity to compare effects estimated using interval and binary

dependent variables. However, inclusion of both rating and choice responses for each conjoint

scenario increases overall length of the survey. In the case of length limitations, maximizing the

total number of rated profiles per respondent may bemore important.
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Additionally, the number of potential randomized values for each attribute should be mini-

mized. This can be achieved in two ways: researchers can use relatively broad attribute values

either at the design stage or at the analysis stage. Consider the immigrant admission example.

Profiles of potential immigrants can be described as showing a “Low” or “High” level of education

in the task itself. Alternatively, profile descriptions can use specific education levels, such as

“High school” or “4-year college.” Then, these values can be collapsed into broader categories,

such as “Less than college” versus “College or higher,” for the purpose of IMCE estimation. The

latter option is preferable, because it increases profiles’ realism and limits potential differences

in respondents’ interpretations of less specific labels. Moreover, when a diverse set of attribute

values is used in the conjoint task itself, it is still possible to estimate AMCEs for the specific

attribute values. Such analysis can be used as a diagnostic tool to make sure that the effects of

broader categories are not driven by specific values—and, therefore, whether collapsing them is

justified.

It is necessary to emphasize that even though this study collapses values for all conjoint

attributes into binary categories, this is not an absolute necessity. It is still possible to obtain

IMCEs with more than two randomized values per attribute if and when dichotomization is

particularly undesirable. For instance, exploring individual-level preferences with regard to His-

panic or Asian immigrants, rather than just “non-white,” can be of substantive interest. However,

researchers should remember that the number of values per attribute can only be increased to

a reasonable degree and that it is done at the expense of decreased statistical power for IMCE

estimation.

Finally, the number of rated profiles per respondent should be maximized, ideally close to

the 30 profiles, which is currently considered the upper limit. The absolute minimum number of

profiles needed to obtain reliable IMCE estimates, and whether such a number exists as a firm

boundary, should be addressed in future research. As of now, a conservative recommendation

would be to use no fewer than 20 rated profiles per respondent. This means that the conjoint task

has to be relatively long, possibly limiting opportunities to include other items in the same survey

for time or cost considerations.

Reduction of these trade-offs can be another promising direction for further research. For

instance, the application of hierarchical/multilevel modeling may improve the efficiency of IMCE

estimation—and thus give researchers additional leeway in some of the design choices discussed

in this section. However,making assumptions about the hierarchical structure of the data can lead

to biased IMCE estimates, and future studies should explore whether resulting gains in efficiency

outweigh such bias.

9 Concluding Remarks

The flexibility and power of conjoint experiments earned them popularity among political

researchers over a relatively short period of time. Currently, conjoint analyses are employed

to measure average preferences within certain populations by exploring respondents’ behaviors

in multidimensional choices. In this paper, I have moved the methodological literature one step

further by showing that estimates of individual-level preferences can be obtained from conjoint

experiments and then used in subsequent analyses. These quantities, which I call IMCEs, can be

estimated without making any assumptions on top of those necessary for the standard conjoint

analysis. However, several practical recommendations for the conjoint design ensure that IMCEs

can be feasibly estimated. They require the researcher to use interval rating outcomes, minimize

the number of randomized values per attribute, and maximize the number of rated profiles per

respondent. Also, since the main reason for estimating IMCEs is to use them in subsequent

analyses, adjusting for estimates’ uncertainty is necessary. This can be achieved by drawing
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multiple plausible values of IMCEs from their samplingdistributions that, in turn, canbeestimated

using either the normality assumption or nonparametric bootstrap.

I have demonstrated how the proposed procedure can be used in practice by partially repli-

cating the conjoint study of immigrant admission to the United States—with design adjusted to

feasibly estimate IMCEs. I have employed IMCE estimates from this conjoint experiment to explore

distributions of preferences, correlations between preference dimensions, and relationships of

preferences to other respondent-level variables. I have found that preference distributions are

o�en asymmetric, preferences intercorrelations are generally low, and relative preferences for

immigrants without status violation history are greater among Republicans. Overall, the applica-

tion of IMCEs allows extending previous findings by revealing skewed preferences: demand for

educated, English-proficient, and rule-abiding immigrants is not universal, as many respondents

do not have reliable preferences with regard to these attributes.

Estimating and using IMCEs from conjoint experiments can also be useful for studying political

phenomena other than preferences. An example would be multidimensional stereotypes about

politically relevant social categories that researchershave recently started toexplorewith conjoint

analysis (Flores and Schachter 2018; Goggin, Henderson, and Theodoridis 2020). IMCEs can be

applied to study political implications of such stereotypes. For instance, an influential argument

connects opposition to government welfare programs among U.S. whites with stereotypes of

welfare recipients as African Americans (Gilens 1999). Conjoint experiments can be used to assess

prominence of race in stereotypes about welfare recipients, and IMCEs can be employed to

estimate the impact of race, relative to other stereotype dimensions, on welfare policy opinions.

Since respondents are o�en hesitant to reveal sensitive stereotypes in standard survey self-

reports, the application of conjoint experiments as an individual-level measurement tool might

be particularly useful. Altogether, researchers’ ability to obtain estimates for IMCEs and use them

in consequent analyses can make conjoint experiments an even more potent and popular tool in

political methodology.
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